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We demonstrate experimentally that the intensity noise of so-called “free-running single-mode” la
diodes results from a cancellation between very large anticorrelated fluctuations of the main m
on one hand, and of many weak longitudinal side modes, on the other hand. When line narrow
techniques are used, intensity squeezing can be observed at room temperature, but this noise red
is not always single-mode squeezing. These experimental results are in agreement with a si
phenomenological model using Langevin-type equations.

PACS numbers: 42.55.Px, 42.50.Dv, 42.62.Fi
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Laser diodes have proved in the past two decades
be a very powerful and convenient tool in the field o
telecommunications [1] and spectroscopy [2]. Their ma
advantages are compactness, energy efficiency, tunabi
and low intensity noise. This last property has be
brought into the quantum domain by Yamamoto and c
workers [3,4] about 10 years ago. The physical idea
that the intensity noise of a laser is related to the noise
the pumping process [5], and that appropriate control of t
driving current in laser diodes allows one to generate su
Poissonian light through pump-noise suppression. Ve
large noise reductions down to –8.3 dB below the sh
noise level (SNL) were observed for free-running las
diodes cooled to 66 K [6]. However, the very mechanism
capable of explaining why some laser diodes and not oth
were generating sub-shot-noise light remained unclear.

Recently, intensity squeezing was observed with s
called “single-mode” commercial laser diodes using lin
narrowing techniques such as injection locking or feedba
from an external grating [7,8]. These experiments sh
new light on the understanding of the noise reducti
mechanisms by putting forward the existence of we
longitudinal side modes, and their importance concerni
the intensity noise behavior of such “quasi-single-mod
lasers. The arguments given in Refs. [7,8] tended
suggest that the less powerful these side modes are, the
they will contribute to the total intensity noise. Howeve
this argument ignores possible correlations between
modes, which were demonstrated for instance by Ino
et al. [9] (see also Refs. [10–12]) for multimode lase
diodes (several modes above threshold).

In order to explore these arguments more precisely,
have investigated the noise properties of the individu
modes by sending the beam of various types of sing
mode laser diodes through a high resolution spectrome
which enabled us to analyze not only the intensities b
also the noise of the individual side modes (see Fig.
In this Letter, we demonstrate by this method that t
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intensity noise of these so-called “free-running single
mode” lasers, which is typically a few dB above the
SNL at room temperature, results from a cancellatio
effect between very large anticorrelated fluctuations of th
main mode, on one hand, and of many weak longitudina
side modes, on the other hand. When line-narrowin
techniques are used, the total intensity noise goes belo
the shot-noise level [7,8,12,13], but we show that th
sub-Poissonian character of the light can still be due t
a cancellation effect between large anticorrelated nois
of the various modes. This points out that sub-sho
noise operation of these lasers is actually not alway
single-mode squeezing. We believe that these resu
could have important practical implications, since fo
most applications, in particular, when the laser diodes a
to be used in spectroscopy, single-mode and multimod
properties should be clearly discriminated.

The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. W
have used several samples of quantum well AlGaAs las
diodes (SDL 5422-H1) operating at 800 or 852 nm with
high impedance source pumping. The free-running diode
have a rather low threshold of 18 mA and a differentia
quantum efficiency (slope above threshold) of 66%. W

FIG. 1. Longitudinal side mode investigation scheme. S.A. i
for spectrum analyzer.
© 1995 The American Physical Society
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have investigated the performances of free-running lase
extended cavity lasers using feedback from an exter
grating, and injection-locked lasers. In the last case,
master laser was a semiconductor laser of the same k
in the external grating configuration.

The amplitude noise was measured by means of h
efficiencyp-i-n photodiodes (EG&G FND 100). The de
tected intensity noise was flat in the frequency region fro
7 to 30 MHz. For an accurate comparison of the noi
in different conditions, all data presented in this pap
were measured at 7 MHz, with a detection bandwidth o
MHz. Great care was taken to avoid feedback to the las
using several stages of optical isolation [14]. A polari
ing cube was used in order to avoid spurious interferen
effects between the two orthogonal polarizations [15].
more detailed description of the experimental appara
can be found in [13].

By focusing the laser beam on the input slit, th
overall transmission of the monochromator (Jobin-Yvo
HR1000) was 25%. Its resolution was 0.03 nm, whic
was enough to resolve the laser modes separated by
nm. The negligible level of scattered light within th
spectrometer allowed us to separate the different mo
(all of them for the free-running laser and starting fro
the 5th–10th for the injected laser and from the 15th–20
for the grating stabilized laser). We have measured
noise either sequentially before and after the spectrome
with a standard balanced detection [16] or in parallel
splitting the beam and sending only one beam in t
spectrometer. The second method used simultaneou
two previously calibrated detectors, respectively, locat
before the spectrometer on one beam and after it on
other one, in order to ensure that the measurements of
total intensity noise and of the spectrally resolved noi
were performed under the same laser conditions. T
noise measurements have been confirmed using ano
grating with a higher efficiency (60% transmission), b
poorer resolution and optical quality.

For the free-running laser, the power of one of the fir
side modes is typically225 dB lower than the one of the
main mode (see Fig. 2), and the total power in the si
modes is about218 dB below the main mode. The nove
and rather unexpected result that we obtained conce
the noise of the individual modes: We have observed t
the intensity noise of the main mode alone is much high
than the total intensity noise. For example, for a drivin
current of 80 mA the main mode exhibits an exce
noise of139 dB, while the total intensity noise, measure
before the spectrometer, is only 2 dB above the SNL (
noises are referred to the laser output). The intensity no
of the side modes is then expected to be comparable
the intensity noise of the main mode despite their mu
weaker power, and this is what was observed. Inde
if the output slit is kept centered on the main mod
and is progressively opened, the intensity noise decrea
showing clear steps as symmetrical side modes enter
rs,
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FIG. 2. Power of individual longitudinal modes (optical
power in dB, with respect to the main mode), measured with
a high resolution monochromator, for a driving current of 80
mA. On the x axis each mode is labeled by a number, the
number 0 corresponding to the main mode. (≤: free-running
laser. ±: injection-locked laser.3: extended cavity laser.)

detector (Fig. 3). The step size corresponds to the nois
of the respective modes: For instance, when the nois
in the main mode was2.5 mVy

p
Hz , the total noise in

the two first adjacent modes was about2.15 mVy
p

Hz ,
and the noise for all three modes was0.3 mVy

p
Hz .

This clearly demonstrates that the observed total intensit
fluctuations result from a cancellation effect between the
very large anticorrelated fluctuations of the main mode
and of the side modes. In fact, all of the 160 side
modes displayed in Fig. 2 contribute to some extent to
this cancellation effect. This is demonstrated by the fac
that the noise level after the spectrometer, with the outpu
slit fully opened (about 15 modes detected), is still much
higher than the total intensity noise level.

As seen from Fig. 2, the power of the first side modes of
the injection-locked laser is reduced to less than245 dB

FIG. 3. Intensity noise of the free-running laser diode, re-
ferred to the shot noise, as the output slit is opened up. In
the first section, only the main mode is detected, while the two
steps correspond to the entrance of the two couples of sid
modes (21.1) and (22.2). The straight line at 2 dB shows the
total intensity noise level (measured before the spectrometer).
4607
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below the main mode, while the total power in the sid
modes is230 dB below the main mode. The total in-
tensity noise referred at the laser output is now squeez
by 22.3 dB below the SNL (see [13]), while the intensity
noise of the main mode alone is still well above the qua
tum limit. The level of this excess noise depends critical
on the injection parameters, such as alignment, injec
power, or master laser frequency, whereas the total int
sity squeezing is unchanged (cf. the remark at the end
the theoretical discussion below). Optimization of the
parameters does not only reduce the excess main m
noise, typically from 10 to 1 dB above the SNL, but als
the power in the side modes, from244 to 249 dB below
the main mode for the first side mode. The total inte
sity noise of the injection-locked laser again results fro
a cancellation effect among anticorrelated fluctuations
the main and side modes. Note that in this case the s
Poissonian intensity noise is not single-mode squeezing

For the laser in the extended cavity configuration, th
side modes are suppressed further down, to about255 dB
below the main mode (see Fig. 2), which corresponds to
total side mode power of235 dB below the main mode.
In that case, we have noticed virtually no differenc
between the total intensity noise and the noise of the m
mode alone. For instance, at 80 mA, we have obtaine
squeezing of21.85 6 0.05 dB for the total intensity, and
of 21.6 6 0.3 dB for the main mode alone (both referre
to the laser output), and the noise in the side modes w
too low to be detected (less than 7.5% of the SNL). In th
case, and only in this case, it can be concluded that
side modes are actually negligible, and that true sing
mode squeezing is generated.

In order to build a theoretical model for the observe
correlations, a first possibility is to couple all the mode
to the same excited carrier population [9]. This wou
be a correct description if a predominantly homogeneo
behavior of the lasing junction is assumed. However,
a fully homogeneous gain medium, the anticorrelatio
between the modes should be perfect and the to
intensity noise should always be squeezed, depend
eventually on the quantum efficiency but not on the si
of the side modes. This is not what we have observe
Therefore, for a description of our experimental result
we have modified an homogeneous multimode Langev
model, as introduced by Inoueet al. [9], by bringing in
some inhomogeneity as suggested by Wanget al. [8].
A simple model for inhomogeneous noise behavior is
introduce a small self-saturation of each mode by its ow
fluctuations, which adds up to the homogeneous saturat
process due to the excited carrier population. It w
be shown below that the correlations between the ma
and side modes are then degraded as the power of
side modes gets larger (case of the free-running diod
resulting in an increase of the total intensity noise.

The quasi-single-mode laser diode is described by th
modes (one main mode, labeled “1” and two side modes,
4608
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labeled “2” and “3”) coupled to a common carriers
population (homogeneous behavior) [9]. The dynam
variables are the photon numbernistd of the ith mode and
the total number of excited carriersNcstd. The equations
obeyed by these quantities are then

dnistd
dt

 2
nistd

t
spd
i

1 AiNcstdfnistd 1 1g

1 Sistd 1 Gistd 1 gistd 1 fistd . (1)

The quantity1yt
spd
i  1yt

spod
i 1 1ytsped is the photon

decay rate of modei, decomposed into internal losse
1yt

spod
i and output coupling losses1ytsped. The co-

efficient Ai is the spontaneous emission rate into th
corresponding lasing mode, given byAi  biytsspd,
where b1 and b2,3  mb1 (with m , 1) are the spon-
taneous emission coefficients in modei, and tsspd is
the spontaneous electron lifetime. The termSistd de-
scribes self-saturation of modei, and is taken equal
to t

spd
i Sistd  2sifknilysPt

spd
i dgdnistd, with si being

a small adjustable parameter,P the pumping rate [see
Eq. (2) below], anddnistd  nistd 2 knil the fluctuations
of the photon numbers around their mean values. T
last three terms are Langevin noise terms, respective
associated with the stimulated-emission gain [corre
tion kGistdGist0dl  dst 2 t0dAikNclknil], the internal
losses [correlation kgistdgist0dl  dst 2 t0dknilyt

spod
i ],

and the output coupling [correlationkfistdfist0dl 
dst 2 t0dknilytsped].

The equation of motion for the total excited carrie
numberNcstd is

dNcstd
dt

 P 2
Ncstd
tsspd 2

X
i

Aifnistd 1 1gNcstd

1 Gspdstd 1 Gsspdstd 1 Gstd . (2)

The last three terms are Langevin noises. The fi
one Gspdstd is associated with the pump noise, an
for a pump-noise-suppressed laser its correlation fu
tion is kGspdstdGspdst0dl  0. The term Gsspdstd is as-
sociated with spontaneous noise and its correlation
kGsspdstdGsspdst0dl  dst 2 t0dkNclytsspd, and Gstd is as-
sociated with stimulated noise and its correlation
kGstdGst0dl  dst 2 t0d

P
j AjkNclknjl. Finally, due to

their same physical origin, the noise terms associated w
the stimulated gain for the photons and stimulated em
sion for the electrons are perfectly anticorrelated and ha
cross correlationskGistdGst0dl  2dst 2 t0dAikNclknil.

By neglecting the noise terms and the operator corre
tions in Eqs. (1) and (2), and by setting the time deriv
tives to zero, one obtains the average numbers of p
tons knil in each modei. These numbers depend o
the two ratiosm  b2,3yb1 (corresponding to the rela-

tive gains) andp  t
spod
2,3 yt

spod
1 (corresponding to the rel-

ative losses). The value ofm can be determined from
the value of the free-running diode, and then the mo
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FIG. 4. (a) Calculated photon number in the main mod
(dotted line) and in one side mode (dashed line) versus
deviation from unity of the relative optical lossesp, for a
given gain ratiom  0.9995. (b) Noise power in the main
mode (dotted line), in one side mode (dashed line), and in
the modes (dash-dotted line) versus1 2 p. The 0 dB level
is the SNL of each individual mode. The pumping rate
R  IyIth 2 1  7, the spontaneous coefficient isb  2.7 3
1026, the lifetimes aretsspd  1029 s, tsped  5.6 3 10212 s,
t

spod
1  1.5 3 10211 s, and the self-saturation parameters a

s1  s2  s3  0.015.

selection process can be modeled by decreasingp. The
average numbers of photons in each mode obtained
ing this procedure are plotted in Fig. 4(a) as a functio
of logs1 2 pd, for fixed m  0.9995. It can be seen that
the number of photons in the main mode varies very l
tle with p, but the number of photons in the side mode
exhibits much larger variations. In Fig. 4(b) are plotte
the noise levels obtained from the above equations af
a standard linearization procedure. Three regions app
clearly on this graph: on the left hand side, there is n
squeezing; in the center, the total intensity is squeez
but the individual modes are not; on the right hand sid
both the main mode and the total intensity are squeez
while the side modes still exhibit excess noise, but ha
negligible intensity. These three regions are in quite go
agreement with the experimental results described pre
ously, respectively, for free-running, injection-locked, an
grating-stabilized diodes. Note that the behavior observ
while optimizing the alignment in the injection-locked
laser is nicely reproduced by the model. Indeed, in t
central region, a change in thep parameter modifies the
power in the side modes and the noise of the main mo
without changing the total intensity noise.

The basic physics of our observations is thus explain
by strong mode competition due to the homogeneo
broadening of the transition (which yields large anticorr
lated noises), plus a small amount of inhomogenities d
grading the anticorrelation between the modes when
rejection rate of the side modes is not sufficiently larg
The final amount of noise in the individual and total inten
sities depends therefore on this degree of rejection, wh
e
the
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is described in the model by the modal gain and loss p
rametersm and p. This simple model is in good agree-
ment with the experimental data, and could provide u
with some useful hints for more detailed calculations.

As a conclusion, we have shown that a thoroug
analysis of the quantum noise of laser diodes shou
distinguish between true single mode squeezing and su
Poissonian light involving contributions from a large
number of weak side modes. This distinction could allow
one to understand better the underlying physics of th
observed noise reductions in laser diodes, and therefo
to progress towards the use of such devices in quantu
optics experiments.
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